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Introduction
The Lewis & Clark Conservation District retained Great West Engineering to complete a
survey of Elk Creek (South Fork Sun River) from the crossing at Montana Highway 435
downstream to the crossing at Montana Highway 21. The objective of the survey was to
examine and assess stream channel and riparian conditions, inspect irrigation
diversions, and rank potential project sites. At the direction of the District, the potential
project sites have been ranked on a 12-point scoring system. The criteria for the
scoring includes:
•
•
•
•

current condition, effectiveness, adverse impact assessment;
urgency;
renewable resource benefits, and;
technical feasibility and cumulative impact assessment.

Great West Engineering sub-contracted with Watershed Consulting, LLC to aid in the
evaluation of riparian and habitat conditions.

Background
Hydrology and Geomorphology
The Elk Creek study reach consists of approximately five river miles of channel with a
various overflow and cutoff channels within the floodplain. A number of irrigation
diversions and associated ditches are also present in the study reach.
Elk Creek drains 157 square miles upstream of the town of Augusta. The US
Geological Survey maintained a gage (06084500) at Augusta, however it was only
maintained from 1907 until 1924. Therefore, the hydrology of Elk Creek can only be
based on an incomplete data set. Using peak discharge values from that data set, the
1.8-year recurrence (generally-accepted bankfull) is 771 cubic feet per second (cfs).
Base flow is calculated as 43 cfs. Additional data exist from 1964 and 1975, which
represent the two largest events on record. Those two events represent 37- and 21year recurrence events. However, the data gap, when combined with only two large
subsequent events, may skew those calculations. Removing the two extreme flows
from 1964 and 1975, an analysis of the peak-flow data yield a base discharge of 52 cfs
and a 1.8-year recurrence of 619 cfs.
An important aspect of the analysis of the USGS data is the realization that a majority of
the existing water rights were already in place by 1902. A search of the Montana
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Department of Natural Resource water rights database shows at least 77 claims on the
study reach. A claim of 75 acre-feet from 1955 is related to the Nilan Water Users
Association is associated with a diversion on Smith Creek. That diversion, however, is
a headgate for water captured at the Nilan reservoir and subsequently transported into
the Elk Creek drainage. It appears that water is not necessarily diverted from Smith
Creek, and a portion of the water from Nilan is returned to the Elk Creek drainage.
Therefore, the curve generated from the available data may actually represent a
reasonable estimate of the flow regime.
The surface-water diversions tally to a total flow of nearly 540 cfs and a volume in
excess of 42,000 acre-feet (based on an assumption, in some cases, of an agricultural
requirement of 3 feet of water per acre). Thus, an average year’s bankfull discharge
can meet the instantaneous irrigation demands. However, the timing of the irrigation
withdrawals are critical to the in-stream flows. The vast majority of higher discharges
occur in May and June, when irrigation demands are typically lower than at peak
demand. Discharges in July and August, when irrigation demand are the highest, are
typically 10 to 150 cfs. The dewatering issues are well documented, and additional
information is available from a number of sources, including Montana Department of
Environmental Quality (2004), which has a comprehensive set of literature and research
citations.
Field investigations indicate that most of Elk Creek falls into either a C- or E-type
channel classification in the Rosgen system. The low gradient, sinuosity, entrenchment
ratio and width-depth ratio are all defining elements for classification. There are
locations where the presence of excess sediment has resulted in Elk Creek forming
multiple channels, which would fall into the D classification. Other reaches have been
altered during the course of agricultural pursuits and probably fall into the F-type
category (overly incised). We propose that the optimal condition for most of the channel
is either a C- or E-type geometry.

Riparian and Habitat Conditions
Aquatic habitat appears to be reduced due to over-widening from dewatering and bank
erosion and active channel scouring and deposition. The study area supports a variety
of riparian conditions, with some stable riparian forest, some areas in recovery, and
other areas still degrading. Several sites within the study area lack adequate riparian
shrubs, with reed canarygrass, smooth brome, and/or smaller pasture grasses instead
lining the stream banks, a condition that leads to excessive bank erosion and loss of
productive farm land. Car bodies were used in the past to stabilize banks on the South
Fork of the Sun, and several of those car bodies now are in the stream, causing flow
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obstruction and scour. Beaver are active in most of the study area with both beneficial
and detrimental effects on the stream and associated land uses.

Investigations and Findings
Submittals
Watershed Consulting and a representative of the Sun River Watershed Group
conducted a walk-through survey in October, 2011 to obtain photographs of potential
project areas, gather GPS-location information, and evaluate conditions at areas of
interest. The results of the findings have been tabulated and are presented in Appendix
A. Photographs and notes for each site are included in Appendix B. Appendix C is an
Excel spreadsheet that includes completed stream reach assessment forms for all
seven reaches.
The table in Appendix A is organized by reach and waypoints that represent the latitude
and longitude where photos were taken. The table is sorted in order of priority, as
based on the criteria established by the District and Interagency Team. The photos and
narratives are organized in a similar fashion and are ordered in an upstream direction
from the downstream limit of the study reach. Included in this report is a compact disc
containing Appendix A as an Excel spreadsheet.
Appendix B is also included on the CD, as is a Google Earth (R) .kml file that can place
the waypoint locations on aerial photos in that software.
Appendix C, also included on the CD, is a useful means by which to examine the overall
conditions of the various reaches. We used those evaluations as part of the ranking
process by assessing the value of each project to the overall reach conditions.

Rankings and Descriptions
High-Priority. Nine of the locations that can currently be considered for projects
ranked as high priority, with five of those earning all 12 of the possible ranking points.
Two sites involve structures and the remainder are suffering from lateral scour or other
channel instability issues that can be addressed via bank stabilization and management
techniques.
One of the structures is a bridge in reach SFS-2 at waypoint 592. The bridge is in
disrepair and constitutes a constriction to flow. The bridge also lacks sufficient
freeboard, creating aggradation upstream and degradation downstream, along with
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excessive lateral erosion. Those conditions contribute to unnecessary sediment input,
instability in the channel relative to sediment entrainment, and habitat disturbance.
Replacing the bridge is a relatively straightforward project, with a good renewable
resource benefit return for the investment. The project would not qualify for mitigation
credits.
Waypoint 597 in reach SFS-2 is suffering from active lateral scour and channel
migration. There is reason to examine the hydraulic effects of a relatively new highway
bridge, but additional efforts will be required to stabilize the banks and address
sediment transport. The site will probably require a combination of revegetation,
management approaches and possibly in-stream structures. The resource benefit return
would be very good with a significant reduction in sediment input, mitigation of the loss
of arable agricultural land, and habitat improvements for both riparian and in-stream
communities. Restoration efforts are ongoing at this location and planning will be
relatively straightforward. However, a larger portion of the reach will need to be
addressed. If restoration efforts extend over more than 150 feet, it would qualify for
mitigation credits.
Waypoint 608 in reach SFS-4 is experiencing serious destabilization. Elk Creek is
actively migrating as a result of insufficient riparian growth on the banks. The channel is
becoming over-widened, resulting in higher water temperatures and degrading instream habitat. Continued erosion is causing ongoing loss of agricultural land.
Addressing this site will contribute to ongoing efforts to address TMDL issues, eliminate
the loss of ground, improve riparian and in-stream habitat, and help maintain
appropriate sediment transport. Conceptually, the project would be cost-effective,
requiring minimal earthwork and consisting primarily of revegetation. If restoration
efforts extend over more than 150 feet, it would qualify for mitigation credits.
Reach SFS-5 hosts one location that ranked as a high-priority site. Elk Creek at
waypoint 613 is actively eroding laterally and lacks an appropriate riparian corridor. The
channel is over-widened and contains a number of central bars that are inappropriate to
the optimal E- or C-type channel. The project would have a high return, with the
predominate design element consisting of revegetation. If restoration efforts extend
over more than 150 feet, it would qualify for mitigation credits.
Waypoint 626 in reach SFS-7 is suffering from lateral erosion and excessive channel
migration, which results in a loss of agricultural property and increased sediment load in
Elk Creek. A car body in the channel is contributing to the destabilization. Addressing
the situation with revegetation and minor channel repairs will be relatively inexpensive
and cost-effective. The benefits of the project include sedimentation reductions,
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maintenance of cropland, and improved riparian and instream habitat. Again, a
sufficient length of restoration efforts would qualify for mitigation credits.
The situation at waypoint 604 in reach SFS-4 involves a significant aggradation of the
channel, to the point of the development of a multi-thread (D-type) stream. Any efforts
to address this situation will require multiple approaches, including the reduction of
sediment input from upstream, analysis of the hydrological and geomorphological
conditions to clearly delineate the causes of the aggradation, revegetation, and,
possibly, in-stream structures and/or channel reconfiguration. This site is certainly
requires addressing, but will probably be relatively expensive and may meet resistance
from regulatory agencies due to recent activities on the stream.
The irrigation diversion at waypoint 620, SFS-6, constitutes the second structure in the
highest-scoring locations, and is in need of reconstruction. The existing diversion does
not appear to create a barrier to aquatic wildlife passage, but it does not appear to have
sufficient elevation to supply flow at the headgate. There are some erosional issues
that require addressing, and the upstream banks would benefit from revegetation and,
perhaps, realignment of the slope. The benefits would be high, but the design and
construction costs are slightly higher than that at other sites, particularly if the headgate
requires replacement. The project would probably not qualify for stream mitigation
credits.
Waypoint 628 in reach SFS-7 would benefit from any number of improvements. The
channel is wider and shallower than optimum, some banks are actively eroding, and
both the in-stream and riparian conditions are seriously deteriorated. While not a
significant sediment source, the erosional conditions warrant investigation because they
appear to indicate the presence of channel instability that has not fully manifested. The
project would be a good return on the investment, and would probably be relatively easy
to implement. If restoration efforts extend over more than 150 feet, it would qualify for
mitigation credits.
Medium Priority. 12 sites in five of the reaches ranked as medium priority. Most of
these do not represent areas that require urgent attention, but would benefit greatly
from a level of effort that makes them cost-effective.
In reach SFS-1, waypoint 577 has a number of old car bodies that need to be removed
so that stable vegetation can properly support the stream bank. Some issues may exist
with the stream channel geometry as a result of the presence of the car bodies, and that
needs to be evaluated prior to designing any improvements. However, it should be a
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relatively straightforward project with a very high resource benefit in the form of reduced
sedimentation and improved riparian/in-stream habitat.
Waypoint 593 has several issues involving the presence of an old car body in the
channel. The car needs to be removed to restore natural flow, and some reinforcement
of the banks via revegetation may be required. Also, the cattle crossing could be
managed differently, which would reduce some of the sediment input. This location,
again, would be a relatively low-cost project that would provide significant benefits with
regard to riparian and in-stream health.
Waypoint 625 in reach SFS-7 has a similar problem to 593. A central bar has
developed and the disruption to flow has probably created the existing cutoff channel.
That cutoff channel is impacting the left bank, creating undue shear stress and
consequent erosion. The erosion downstream of the car body could be mitigated with
minor earthwork and revegetation. Improvements at this site would reduce
sedimentation significantly and restore natural flow for habitat purposes. If restoration
efforts extend over more than 150 feet, it would qualify for mitigation credits.
Also in reach SFS-7, waypoint 627 is experiencing significant lateral scour. Insufficient
discharge has resulted in some aggradation, and the resultant migration cannot be
halted due to a paucity of riparian plants that would normally provide stability. The
reach can be addressed relatively inexpensively and yield a significant benefit in
reduced sedimentation and loss of cropland.
Waypoint 630 in reach SFS-7 would benefit from a reconstruction and management
plan to address the watering access for livestock. This is a simple project that would
require little in the way of construction, but would eliminate a source of sediment.
Waypoint 636 in reach SFS-7 does not constitute a serious renewable resource
problem, but does require some larger rock in the lower part of the diversion/step-pool
complex.
Likewise, waypoint 598 in reach SFS-3 is a functioning irrigation diversion that is not in
jeopardy, but might be revamped to reduce maintenance. Reach SFS-3 is generally in
good condition, so the renewable resource benefit would be low unless headgate
management issues exist.
In reach SFS-6, waypoint 622 consists of an livestock watering access that is in need of
redesign. A project there might require some hardening of the banks or significant
riparian plantings. The benefit to a project here would be limited to operational element.
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Waypoint 623 in reach SFS-6 has a car body that may be causing scour and is doing
nothing to improve bank stability. The debris on the banks should be removed and
replanted with appropriate vegetation. Reed canarygrass and other alien species
should be removed. Renewable resource value is limited.
The car body at waypoint 575 in reach SFS-1 should also be removed. Again, its
presence doesn’t appear to be contributing to any degradation of Elk Creek, but it
should be removed. Access there may be an issue, and the resource benefit is not
particularly high.
The headgate at waypoint 603 at end of SFS-3/beginning of SFS-4 is functioning
appropriately, but some channel degradation may be occurring. The situation would
benefit from additional examination to ensure that the headgate continues to function
properly.
The headgate in SFS-7 at waypoint 631 is function properly and the channel is stable,
however access to the structure is difficult. A revision of the approach would be
relatively simple, but would have little or no natural resource benefit.

Conclusion
The investigation into the condition of diversion structures, the channel and riparian
elements of Elk Creek generated 10 high-priority locations and 12 medium-priority sites.
The locations identified as potential high-return project sites involve one bridge and
possibly two irrigation diversions. The remainder are situations that can be improved
with riparian restoration techniques and/or different management approaches. One or
two of the potential project sites may require in-stream structures to support channelstabilizing efforts and protect riparian improvements.
We recommend that the potential for accruing stream mitigation credits be considered
when assessing the cost-benefit ratios of each site. In-stream or streambank
construction in excess of 300 feet of stream length is subject to review for potential
adverse impacts under the Montana Stream Mitigation program initiated in 2010.
Credits accrued via revegetation efforts can be used to offset some structures and
techniques that the regulating authorities currently consider as adverse impacts. If the
stream mitigation banking system works in the same manner as the wetlands mitigation
system, so accrued credits can be banked or sold to help facilitate the completion of
additional projects.
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We also recommend that any project site be subject to a reasonably rigorous evaluation
with regard to existing riparian, geomorphological and in-stream habitat conditions prior
to design. An appropriate evaluation will ensure that the applied solutions work in
concert with other projects upstream and downstream. In addition, a baseline
assessment will allow for proper post-construction monitoring, which is essential to longterm success.
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Elk Creek (S. Fk. Sun R.)
River Survey Rankings
Description of
C, E, NAI
Reach Waypoint Structure or Issue
score
Low wooden bridge
and eroding adjacent
SFS-2
592 banks
3
project site; eroding
banks below new
SFS-2
597 bridge
3

Condition, Effectiveness,
NAI comment

SFS-4

severely eroding
608 bank

3

bank not stable; field loss
ongoing

SFS-5

area with severe
613 erosion

3

banks not stable due to lack
of shrubs

SFS- 7

high raw bank on
outside bend; also
626 car body

SFS-4

big gravel piles and
newly excavated
604 channel

SFS- 7

cobble pile on bank
at flooding from
624 beaver dam
diversion of rounded
large cobble and a
620 tire
car bodies in stream
and riparian diversity
628 low

bridge in disrepair; severe
erosion on bank
project washing out; still
eroding banks and field

3

bank not holding and car
body only detrimental

3

restoration attempt likely
to fail and channel
destabilized

2

not a lot of damage, but
looks like a maintenance
problem
not sure if used, but
diversion elevation appears
low
Not causing a lot of
damage, but lowered
habitat value

SFS-1

Car bodies along
577 bank

3

not keeping bank stable at
DS end - cars falling into
stream

SFS-1

593 car body

3

SFS- 7

3

SFS- 7

625 car body in stream
high eroding bank
with brush debris;
car body opposite
627 bank

down in channel
obstructing flow
not stabilizing anything but
obstructing flow

2

bank may erode under hay
pile in future; car body is
flow obstruction

SFS- 7

watering approach/
630 water gap

2

these watering areas are
large sediment source

SFS- 6

SFS- 6

2

2

Need/
urgency Need/ urgency
score comment
too low to stream,
banks eroding, channel
3
backing up
Must be addressed
soon to prevent huge
3
loss of land

3

erosion active and likely
to continue

3

erosion very active

3

landowner would like
this addressed; losing
cropland

2

side channel still likely
to capture main flow if
not addressed
may lead to worse
flooding or channel
scour if managed
incorrectly
no urgency expressed
for irrigation, but
diversion causing bank
need to narrow channel
and increase shrub
cover

2

some localized erosion
and debris capture

3

3

2

RR
Benefit
score RR Benefit Comment
prevent channel
alteration and more
3
property damage

12

High

3

Have designs; need to
continue work

12

High

12

High

12

High

12

High

11

High

11

High

10

High

10

High

9

Medium

3

habitat reduction
(overwide channel);
loss of farmland

3

stabilizing bank will
help farmland and
aquatic habitat

3

3

channel and
floodplain in need of
restoration

2

3

3

3

2

1

2

damage possibly less
imminent due to brush
pile on bank

2

2

eroding, but no severe
cutting or resource loss
imminent

2

2
2

replacing cars with
shrubs/sedge would
improve habitat
remove car and
replace reed canary
grass with willow for
better habitat
remove junk and
replace with shrubs
stabilizing bank and
removing car body will
improve habitat
this area very wide
due to beaver activity;
riparian habitat
lacking

Priority

straightforward bridge
and bank stabilization

3

stabilize beaver pond
to prevent flooding
but allow subirrigation
channel overwide and
bank eroding; a stable
diversion would
this part could have
much better aquatic
and riparian habitat

Total (out of
12)

3

Also a habitat and WQ
issue
habitat reduction
(overwide channel);
loss of farmland

3

not causing severe
erosion
not urgent, but should
be addressed

1

Feasibility, Tech Feasibility, CIA
CIA score comment

3

3

would reduce sediment
to downstream areas
good project area :
bank stabilization,
temporary fencing and
water access
good access and
sensible project; will
help other areas
regulatory issues a
factor; consider for
longer-term project in
future

2

easy to fix with beaver
pond water leveler
if needed, would be a
good project for
habitat and irrig.
good access; low bench
is great site for
establishing shrubs
shrubs established
behind cars on uS end;
may have deep pool at
ds end

3

straightforward project

9

Medium

3

access good
access available;
project should addess
raw banks US of debris
as well
good access: easy to
install hardened
crossing and temp.
fencing/ rip. Shrubs

9

Medium

9

Medium

9

Medium

3

3

3

3

3

Elk Creek (S. Fk. Sun R.)
River Survey Rankings
Description of
Reach Waypoint Structure or Issue

C, E, NAI Condition, Effectiveness,
score NAI comment
functioning ok for now but
lower part of weir not
2
adequate

SFS-7

636 3 tier rock weir

SFS-3

rock and concrete
598 diversion dam

3

SFS- 6

622 dry water gap

3

SFS- 6

623 car body in stream

3

SFS-1

575 Car body
cement headgate w/
grate ; pool
downstream moving
603 up

2

SFS 3/4

SFS- 7

SFS-5
SFS-2

631 irrigation headgate

defunct diversion615 concrete rubble
Rock/tarp dam with
594 headgate

looks like a high
maintenance site
if needed for water,
definitely needs repair
not stabilizing anything but
obstructing flow
not stabilizing the bank;
may be causing scouring

1

functioning well

1

working well but access to
headgate is difficult

1
2

not used, and no use
planned
uses a sledge hammer but
not bad

Need/
urgency Need/ urgency
score comment
stable, but should be
repaired before next
3
high flow
not in danger of
washout ; probably
1
functioning

2
1
1

urgency unknown; dry
at low flows
not urgent, but should
be addressed
probably not causing
severe damage

1

no pressing issue

2

landowner would like
better approach to
headgate

RR
Benefit
score RR Benefit Comment

1

not harming RR

2

habitat consideration

2

would be a benefit for
livestock
remove junk and
replace with shrubs
removing obstacle
would be beneficial

2

possible
headcutting/channel
degradation

1
2

Feasibility, Tech Feasibility, CIA
CIA score comment
straightfoward access
and project if large rock
3
available

Total (out of
12)

Priority

9

Medium

8

Medium

8

Medium

8

Medium

2

most of reach stable;
spot fix
may involve channel
work as well as long
armored approach
access only through
field on LB

2

access may be an issue

7

Medium

3

keep channel stable
and diversion
functioning

7

Medium

3

easy access and should
be simple to revise
approach

7

Medium

6

low

5

low

2

2

1

not a RR issue

1

causing minimal
damage

2

concrete and flow
obstruction removal
would benefit habitat

2

access unknown;
channel stability must
be conisdered

1

works ok

1

not posing problems

1

not much of an issue

Appendix B
Reach Photographs and Comments

Reach SFS-1

Downstream limit of study reach.

Could be some interference w/ flow by center pier. Note growth on central bar
upstream of pier. However, the banks look stable, and no serious geomorphological
adjustment appears to be occurring.

Downstream end of reach.
Despite presence of central bars, the banks are stable in the immediate area.

Waypoint 574

Cut banks upstream and in foreground indicate channel migration, possibly onto low
terrace (as opposed to eroding into existing floodplain). Point bar in foreground shows
irregular growth, indicating instability, possibly growth in response to channel migration.
Point bar on right of photo appears to be too long for the curvature of the stream: it
appears to be a bar forming on a riffle. That is an indicator of instability and/or excess
sediment load. Absence of riparian growth in foreground obvious.

Clear change in gradient. Aerial shows over-widening, but that may also be due to
return channel entry.
Difficult to determine if there are any crucial channel adjustments occurring. Most likely
the change in gradient has resulted from the creation of a scour pool where one or the
other (or both) experienced exceptionally high flows.

Waypoint 575

Car body—was probably originally along the bank, now the channel is cutting behind it.
It should be removed and bank revegetated. It is currently an obstruction in the
channel. Migration of the meander will be slowed considerably and other damage will
be mitigated. Revegetation w/ woody plants would also be beneficial.

Low-radius meander. Bank in foreground is eroding, should probably be vegetated with
deep-rooting woody plants. Point bar looks like it’s newly-formed: considerable new
deposition, evidenced by the end of bar (submerged) being steep. Central bar above
run may also indicate higher-than-optimal sediment load.

Beaver hut and channel adjustment. Possibly an old beaver pond. If not, the bank has
eroded to the point of the development of a back flow (eddy) that has eroded the bank.
At the same time, the large deposit on river left (right side in photo) may indicate the infilling of the pool.

Reach SFS-2

Waypoint 578

Eroding banks in reach 2—Difficult to pinpoint the cause, but the channel is clearly
starting to migrate; it is cutting into the low terrace. Aerial photo shows this to be a
relatively straight reach, on a more or less high-radius meander or arc. Evidence of
older scrolls suggest that channel avulsed or was relocated and is attempting to adjust
back to the appropriate sinuosity. This is probably over-widened.
Recommend re-establishing a riparian shrub community on right bank (left side of
photo).

Waypoint 579

Water gap needs upgrading. Design would depend on direction of flow. Moderate to
low priority, but a relatively easy project.

Waypoint 592

Bridge and overland flow area in need of restoration. Structure needs to be upgraded
and streambanks

restored.

Structure appears not to have appropriate freeboard or width. Stabilization of the left
bank could be aided by revegetation. Note that the upstream part of this reach is
heavily vegetated with woody shrubs, and appears to be relatively stable. It may be a
bit incised, or has a berm on one bank? The bridge may constitute a constriction to
flow.

There appears to be some degradation of the channel downstream of the crossing, with
a sediment pile just downstream of the oversized pool. This situation is not as bad as
some, but the present of the gravel bar extending upstream of the point bar indicates
that there is a disruption to sediment transport. The steep cut bank clearly indicates
that the channel is migrating. That cut bank is also a significant source of excess
sediment. It experiences high near-bank shear stress, and appears to have unfavorable
geology relative to bank stability issues.
Moderate to high priority, would qualify for mitigation credits.

Waypoint 593

The car body is an impediment to a balanced water/sediment transport system and
needs to be addressed. Channel upstream of the car body appears to be relatively
normal. The point bar is a bit misshapen, probably because the car body has affected
the normal evolution of the stream. Otherwise, the banks look well-vegetated and
stable.

Beaver dam just US of wpt 593

Livestock watering approach
This site would benefit from a hardened approach with riparian fencing adjacent to the
approach to prevent additional bank erosion in the immediate area.

Waypoint 594

Headgate functions but could be improved

Headgate at 594

The diversion is less than optimal. It looks difficult to maintain, the headgate is in poor
condition. The channel looks oddly incised, but there appears to be a fair riparian
community. This would be an excellent project. A more robust diversion, probably
consisting of a double step-pool arrangement, might help with maintenance and reduce
the pressure on the right bank.

Waypoint 595

Beaver dam.

Waypoint 596

See comments below.

Diversion and headgate. Stable except beaver burrow through bank and ditch so it
leaks. Looks better than the previous diversion at waypoint 594. There is less pressure
on the left bank. I would have some concern about the left bank, however, during very
high flows. The diversion on that side would benefit from some larger rock that is tied
into the bank. The concern is that if rock is removed from that side, the channel will
downcut and/or cut laterally.

Waypoint 597

Hoof shear at restoration site.

Restoration project mostly washed out during 2011 runoff.

Gravel bar is pushing flows into field on river left by reducing channel size. River flows
between the gravel bar and log pile on left bank (left side of photo). Gravel bar probably
remnant of recent “slug” of material being introduced and transported after anomalous
sediment input from large upstream erosional occurrence. The bar will gradually be
integrated into the sediment entrainment, or will develop riparian growth as a floodplain.

Transverse bar extending from gravel bar pictured above. Adds pressure to left bank.

Restored bank and stream conditions below transverse bar.

Eroded banks and bar@ project area below pt 597

bridge at Hwy 287

Portions of this reach are in dire need of some riparian vegetation. The massive
deposition of sediment is difficult, and will probably only be managed by a reduction in
upstream lateral erosion and/or increased flows. The bar will gradually be integrated
into the sediment entrainment, or will develop riparian growth as a floodplain.
Upstream, there is a transverse bar over upstream end of large sediment deposit.
Velocity is far too high on left bank (right side of photo) for a meander. Meanders are
typically low-velocity, deep portions of the channel. Presence of sediment slug is
forcing realignment via erosion of the bar.

Reach SFS-3

Waypoint 598

The structure appears to be holding, but might be rebuilt with a little better configuration.
There may be fish-passage issues; it would benefit from a couple of steps instead of
just one.

View from downstream, river right.

Diversion @ waypt 598; view from downstream, river left.

Waypoint 600

Cottonwoods with reed canarygrass riparian understory; some bank erosion

Bridge near Young home site
Doesn’t appear to be a constriction here, but there’s a bit of pressure on the wing wall.
The downstream bank erosion can be mitigated with woody growth.

Waypoint 601

side channel- also reach break

water gap and merge of channels
“Water gap” appears to be an old channel that may be active during extreme flows.

Reach SFS-4

Waypoint 602

Main channel. Portions don’t look bad, some minor lateral scour.

Inflow

Waypoint 603

Riprap is not aesthetically pleasing, but it’s holding. Might benefit from additional
plantings of woody shrubs, marginal or upland.

Perhaps a bit over-widened, but generally good riparian growth, no aggradation or
degradation obvious.

Diversion; probably done in response to 1964 flood

Waypoint 604

Gravel pile- dredged from new channel creation

Newly-created channel (left) and older side channel threatening to capture all flow.
Original channel is not visible in picture.

Gravel from new channel excavation (left) and newly created low floodplain (right), not
yet vegetated.

There is a serious problem where the stream has been dredged. It is clearly overwidened and actively aggrading. Cause is most likely upstream sediment input from
lateral scour along with lower-than-optimal flows to keep sediment entrained. In
addition, the sediment pile appears to be on a meander that will experience significant
shear stress. The unconsolidated piles of sediment will re-enter the sediment stream.
See additional notes and evaluation below.

You have the beginnings of a D-type reach here. There is simply too much sediment for
a single-thread channel to manage. This could be occurring for any number of reasons.
Typically, a river will carry sediment in a single-thread channel to a certain limit (which is
dictated by slope, width, sediment size, and discharge). If the sediment input within the
channel limits exceeds the energy potential for water to move the sediment, aggradation
begins to occur. Sediment builds up. The channel’s response (again, depending upon
those previously-noted parameters) can vary from becoming a wide, shallow, multithread system, to incising right through the sediments to form a channel with a new (and
generally different) geometry. In the case of lower-gradient streams, the former tends to
happen. Very simply, a large pile of sediment will be deposited and subsequent events
will result in the river’s “attempt” to move it. The most efficient means by which to move
the sediment is to form multiple smaller channels, each of which more or less head-cuts
through the pile until a stable slope is attained. But, as the transported sediment is
deposited downstream, the slope becomes lower than optimum, so the channel may
move laterally or begin another headcut from a point further downstream. Thus, over
time, the multiple channels migrate in two directions.
In this case, the channel appears to have been choked with sediment and its most
efficient recourse was to avulse to an older channel scroll. If that older channel was not
available, chances are that the volume of sediment would increase to a point that there
was essentially no channel left, and the flow would have migrated to one side or the
other down the path of least resistance. That is, the channel would have avulsed. In
reality, it may have avulsed quite some time ago, explaining the presence of two
channels that appear to be active at bankfull and higher discharges.

Waypoint 605

Riprap and channel adjustment US of wpt 605

Channel used to flow at left of picture, left side of vegetated island.

This is over-widened and aggrading, resulting in excess lateral scour during higher
flows. Most likely impacted by upstream sediment sources and a significant amount of
water being diverted, possibly from an upstream diversion (?). The best approach to
restore channel dimensions here, other than changes in water management, would be
to help with bar and low bank revegetation with sedges and spikesedge, which in turn
would trap sediments and narrow the channel. This reach would most benefit from
upstream corrections.

Waypoint 606

The pool at the inflow appears to create a lot of stress on the far bank in the first photo.
The configuration is not clear, but the confluence is clearly creating some hydraulic
issues. Possible low-priority reveg project.

riprap
This can be seen from 605. Almost looks like a bankfull bench. Riprap appears to have
good growth in it, it’s not exposed, and other than the velocity being too high at the
downstream end, it actually looks pretty good. However, it appears that the typical tailout lateral scour is occurring (where log jam is).
Probably not a sediment source for downstream aggradation issue.

Waypoint 608

Signs of aggradation below eroding bank.

The low terrace appears to comprise very unstable sand and gravel and lacks any
riparian or upland growth providing deep binding rootmass to stabilize the bank. Needs
to be laid back and properly vegetated. Large source of sediment. High priority.

Waypoint 610

Downstream view

This may have been channelized, but it’s hard to tell. It is certainly an unusual feature
relative to most of the stream. At the same time, the channel is abutting the terrace,
and appears relatively stable. There is clearly some lateral erosion, but there is no clear
indication of aggradation or degradation. It may be competent enough to be
transporting sediment, despite the obviously low gradient.

Waypoint 611

Sharp meander (note stream on other side of narrow peninsula, upper right of photo)

Low arc-length meanders should actually be typical on an E stream. However, this
would benefit from some additional vegetation and different management approaches.

Waypoint 636

Tee Bar diversion – Soil above headgate washed in 2011 runoff

Tee bar diversion- undersized rock washed down in lower two tiers; needs to be
replaced with larger rock.

Reach SFS-5

Waypoint 612

Cattle crossing in need of hardened approach. Entire area needs change in riparian
grazing practices to allow re-growth of riparian shrubs, prevent pasture loss due to hoof
shear on streambanks, and allow channel to narrow. Recovery in most severely
widened areas such as near this crossing could be boosted with temporary wildlife and
cattle exclosures.

Waypoint 613

Eroding banks and new sediment deposits

Channel looks over-widened. Note central bars and low width-depth ratio, indicative of
insufficient sediment-transport capacity. Extreme bank erosion due to lack of sufficient
riparian community.

Waypoint 614

Elk Cr. diversion
This is the way these things should be built. Note the size of the rock.

Large step-pool structure at diversion; a few rocks even of this size moved during the
2011 prolonged runoff after years of no change to the structure.

Diversion and step pools

The diversion appears to be holding up; fish passage is not bad. Note the rock size.
The only improvement to any similar designs should integrate a more arcuate shape.
That would help reduce the amount of rock on the banks. No work required except
possible minimal maintenance to reposition the few rocks that moved in the 2011 runoff.

Waypoint 615

Channel downstream of old diversion rubble.

Old diversion (and lawn on R bank)

Old diversion- not used.

The diversion would need rebuilding, if it’s going to be used. Natural riparian zone
buffer is nonexistent on right bank where lawn extends to the stream. If diversion will
not be used, one might consider removing the debris. The last photo from this waypoint
shows an inverted W-weir, resulting in undue stress on right bank. Blockage in center
of channel forces water laterally, creating shear stress on right bank. Pile of material on
left bank, inside of the meander, is also forcing flow to the right bank. This could be
cleaned up some to relieve some points of shear stress.
The entire reach looks over-widened.

Waypoint 616

View downstream
Outside cuts need to be addressed. Cut visible in center of photo probably should be
left alone. Looks like isolated “island” of low terrace.
This is good candidate for reveg. May have to build a low terrace/bankfull bench to
accommodate riparian plants; Low terrace is probably too far from gw.

View upstream
This spot has had a lot of hoof shear, increasing bank erosion. Consequently, the
channel is over-widened and shallow.
This would be a good place temporary exclosures at the riparian zone to allow native
shrubs to re-establish and remove grazing pressure from the banks.

Waypoint 617

Above fenceline

Mid-channel bar, downstream of fenceline/reach break
Central bar is indicative of excess widening, and the channel is aggrading. A change in
grazing practices would be the best approach to restoring this area.

Reach SFS-6

Waypoint 618

Riprap
Appears to be reasonable vegetation cover on much of the left bank but still no shrub
cover. Gaps in riprap don’t appear to be eroding.

This area shows signs of past overgrazing and hoof shear but appears to be in
recovery. The channel appears over-widened in this segment, probably due to hoof
shear over time and lack of shrub cover

Waypoint 619

Erosion, deposition areas

Mid-channel bar

A lot of sediment deposition. In first photo, looks like clods of bank from upstream have
been deposited or bank has been completely over-washed with sediment. It’s entirely
possible that lack of riparian growth on the right bank resulted in undue migration and
erosion. The central bar is indicative of over-widening and aggradation, obvious high
shear near bank in 3rd picture is odd, because it doesn’t look geometrically like a point
where shear should be that high. Upstream or downstream changes have influenced
flow in that part of the reach. A project here would focus on reducing sediment
generation and deposition by restoring streambanks and allowing the channel to narrow
.

Waypoint 620

Channel upstream of diversion

Channel at old diversion

Diversion requires reconstruction, fairly high priority.

Waypoint 621

Raw bank DS of riprap @ 621
Problem w/ left bank may be related to presence of riprap. There is a bit of obvious
velocity near the riprap, and the typical downstream lateral scour on right bank. At
higher discharges, water may be backing up along the right bank due to higher
roughness coefficient, then responding to the relatively higher energy gradient created
by the change in water surface elevation. Looks like a pool structure is actually forming
downstream on the left bank, but it could be that the increased velocities are forcing
more lateral scour than what might otherwise occur. Note that there are a couple of
central bars, the glide is coming out of the riprap (right bank) and heading directly into
another meander w/ little or no riffle. Higher velocity along riprap drops at the tail-out,
resulting in deposition; velocity along riprap is higher than in the short riffle. That’s the
inverse of a natural situation.

Riprapped bank
Some plant growth in rock, velocity is low, point bar is developing, doesn’t look that bad
considering it’s riprap.

Waypoint 622

Channel US of water gap. Sediment deposits have cut off flow to base of water gap.

non-functional water gap
Would be a good project. Would require improving flow to this side of the channel as
well as lowering the elevation of the water gap.

Waypoint 623

Elk Ck US of confluence of Smith Creek. Low/middle terrace erosion should be
addressed with revegetation and possibly bank reshaping.

Elk creek downstream of Smith Creek confluence. State Land.
Note heavy sediment deposition.

Confluence of Smith Creek

.

Waypoint 624

Water gap and channel above bridge.

Channel below bridge
Usually, bridges and culverts cause constrictions, with the result being aggradation and
channel widening upstream, and degradation downstream. There may be a bit less
aggradation upstream, but there appears to be a pool developed just downstream of the
bridge. Another tell-tale sign is that there is a riffle just downstream of the pool. That
riffle consists of material scoured from just below the bridge. The reduced capacity over
a short distance results in a bit of aggradation downstream of the pool. This bridge is
probably a constriction and consideration should be made toward replacing it.

Reach SFS-7

Waypoint 625

Shallow pool and large gravel bars – signs of excess bedload for the flows present.

Downstream cut bank may be an issue, depending on what is on the terrace.
The car body is probably detrimental and should be removed. Central bar is vegetated,
relatively stable. But it probably doesn’t belong there. Most probably, the car body
restricted flow and part of the channel avulsed, creating the cutoff channel.
Subsequently, higher flows “pile up” at the upstream end (near the car body and central
bar), then move downstream with somewhat higher velocity than optimal and enough
change in direction to create undue stress on the left bank. Note that the pool on the
left bank in the main channel is not particularly deep. Pools on meanders are
commonly deep and slow-moving. Achieving the desired channel geometry would
probably require in-stream structures, which are mitigation debits. That could be made
up for by revegetation credits elsewhere on the stream.

Waypoint 626

Eroding bank
Typical situation: overbank fines atop gravel. Creates a readily-erodible bank,
susceptible to high shear stresses. Note that the erosion almost entirely ceases where
the woody vegetation picks up. Eroded bank lacks any sort of structure to hold it.
There is clearly a problem with energy distribution, possibly due to upstream conditions.
The meander should ideally hold a pool. There is no pool, velocity is extremely high
moving into the pool, and sediment has piled up where down-cutting should be taking
place. Additional bank erosion likely without restoration; this site high priority.

Waypoint 627

irrigation inflow; channel and bank dynamics

car body

Brush/debris piled to protect bank (and washed in).
Good candidate for riparian zone creation. Same structural bank problems as
elsewhere. Not sure that the car body was placed for channel control.

Waypoint 628

Car bodies on upper bank

At least some of the car bodies need to be removed. The second photo shows erosion
downstream of the car body. It should be removed and filled to match the existing
stream bank. This is an odd situation in some other respects, however. The inside of
the meander is being eroded. The reason for that is not at all clear. The left bank
appears to have undergone some typical geomorphological evolution, in that there is a
floodplain developing. However, in this situation, the floodplain has developed because
the channel eroded on the outside of the meander, then avulsed inward. It may be
incising, or it may be over-widening and is cutting both sides of the channel at high
water. The upstream end of the reach in the second photo shows some significant
erosion of the low terrace. Re-establishment of shrubs on the lower bank would be
beneficial.

Waypoint 629

Channel aggradation and sediment deposition

Same issue as elsewhere: Stratification of geological materials on the outside of a
meander. This bank has some decent root structure (note area of woody shrubs
associated with absence of bank erosion). Good candidate for revegetation possibly
creation of a low bench. This almost looks like a slug of sediment was deposited and
the channel is responding by headcutting into it.

Waypoint 630

Beaver pond- looking upstream; water gap and xing

Beaver pond

Waypoint 631

Diversion and headgate

Diversion

This diversion was recently rebuilt, but some rock used was not as large as planned.

Waypoint 632

Very over-widened. Note brush line from high water.
Aerials show a large, apparently active system; head of canal looks like it runs into Elk
Creek just upstream of the waypoint location.
The left bank upstream of the waypoint also looks like it is heavily eroded. From the
vegetation change, it would appear to be a low or middle terrace. That could be a
significant local source of sediment. Brush bar wattles and/or sedge mats could be
installed in the gravel bars and shallow channel margins to narrow the channel and
concentrate flow to create better mid-channel scour.

Waypoint 633

Upstream of bridge; area previously in beaver complex.

With some time and possible management approaches to reduce browse, this may well
recover with additional woody vegetation. Doesn’t initially look like the bridge creates
any sort of constriction. Banks further downstream are a bit chopped up, probably due
to a paucity of woody growth.

Waypoint 634 (downstream of 633)

High bank DS of bridge; bigger bedload size. Significant source of sediment.

Waypoint 635

Diversion, bridge, and US end study area

Another diversion with appropriately-sized rock. Looks to be shaped correctly, fish
passage isn’t an issue.

View of diversion from bridge at upstream end of study area.

Appendix C
Stream Reach Assessment Forms

Revision 9/2004

Stream Reach Assessment Form
Station ID:

SFS-1

Waterbody:

S. Fk. Sun River (Elk Ck.)

Date:

Waterbody Seg ID:

10/29/2011

Pictures:

794-801

Reach Length: from GIS
Personnel: Amy Chadwick and Alan Rollo

Waypoints on reach: 573 to 577
Question 1, Stream Incisement:
8 = channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; old downcutting apparent but a new, stable riparian area has
formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation will established in the riparian area. (Stage 1
and 5, Schumm's model)
6 = channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to establish, even at
the base of the falling bands, solid disturbance evident. (Stage 4).
4 = small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation (early Stage 2).
2 = unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated.
The vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common. (Stage 3)
0 = channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcutting/headcuts. (Stage 2)
The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated sustainable.
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

5

Not downcutting per se, and lots of deposition, but channel is in adjustment

Question 2, Percent of Streambanks with Active Lateral Cutting:
8 = the lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting
5 = there is a minimal amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
3 = there is a moderate amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
0 = there is excessive lateral bank erosion occurring
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

3

More raw banks now than last year.

Question 3, The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Being Supplied by the Watershed:
6 = the stream exhibits no excess sediment/bedload deposition, sediment occurs on point bars and other locations as
would be expected in a stable, dynamic system
4 = sediment clogged gravels are apparent in riffles or pools, or other evidence of excess sediment apparent
2 = mid-channel bars are common

0 = stream is braided (except naturally occurring braided systems), having at least 3 active channels
Potential Score:

Comments

6

Actual Score:

3

Excess bedload- lots of new deposits- shallow and wide.

Question 4, Percent of Streambank with Vegetation having a Deep, Binding Rootmass: (see Appendix I for
stability ratings for most riparian, and other, species)
6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep, binding rootmass
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep, binding
rootmass
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least two plant species with deep, binding rootmass
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at one or no plant species with deep, binding rootmass

Potential Score:

Comments

6

Actual Score:

6

The variety is here; the cover is spotty.

Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover in the Riparian/Floodplain Area
6 = more than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
4 = 75%-85%of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
2 = 65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
0 = less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

2

Comments

Question 6, Weeds :
3 = No noxious weeds are present
2 = Up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
1 = Up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
0 = over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
Potential Score:

3

Actual Score:

2

Comments

houndstongue, spotted knapweed, and Canada thistle

Question 7, Disturbance-Caused Undesirable Plants:
3 = 5% or less of the riparian area has undesirable plants
2 = 5%-10% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
0 = over 15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

3

Lots of reed canarygrass, but not enough shallow-rooted grasses to mark this question down

Question 8, Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has
no potential for woody species)
8 = all age classes of native woody riparian species present (see table, Fig 2)
6 = one age class of native woody riparian species clearly absent, all others well represented. For sites with potential
for trees and shrubs, there may be one age class of each absent. Often, it will be the middle age group(s) that is
(are) lacking. Having mature individuals and a young age class present indicate potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of riparian trees clearly absent, other(s) well
represented, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature, decadent or dead plants
2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian
species dominate. Re-evaluate Question 1, incisement, if this has happened.
0 = some woody species present (>10% cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site potential
should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation). OR, the site has at least 5% cover of
Russian olive and/or salt cedar
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

4

Comments

Question 9, Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has no potential for
woody species)
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed. Many of the shrubs have either a
“clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped.

0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
Potential Score:

Comments

4

Actual Score:

2

Lots of browse, but the majority is from wildlife

Question 10, Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics are Adequate to Dissipate Energy and Trap Sediment.
8 = active flood or overflow channels, large rock, or woody material present and adequate to dissipate energy and
trap sediment. There is little surface erosion and no evidence of long, continuous erosional areas on
floodplain/riparian area or streambank. There are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows
return
tofloodplain
the main channel.
6 = The
meets the characteristics of the description in Question 8 above, but demonstrates slight limitations
in the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation present. Riparian vegetation structure
is below that required to dissipate energy. There may be occasional evidence of surface erosion and disturbance, but
generally not extensive enough to have affected channel development.
4 = rock and/or woody material is present, but generally of insufficient size to dissipate energy. Some sediment
trapping occurring. Occasional evidence of surface erosion. Generally not severe enough to have developed
channels.
2 = inadequate rock and/or woody material available for dissipation of energy or sediment trapping. There is surface
erosion (scouring) and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = riparian area/floodplain lacking any of these attributes: 1)adequate flood or overflow channels, 2) large rock, or 3)
woody material suitable for energy dissipation and sediment trapping. Erosional areas are long and continuous.
Lacking vegetation or substrate materials adequate to resist further erosion. Surface erosion is obvious on the
floodplain/riparian area. Headcuts are present that have the potential to create meander cut-offs.

Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

7

Comments

SUMMARY

QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION
QUESTION

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Stream Incisement
Lateral Cutting
Stream Balance
Rootmass
Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
Weeds
Undesirable Plants
Woody Species Establishment
Browse Utilization

Potential
8
8
6
6
6
3
3
8
4

Possible
Points
Actual
0, 2, 4, 6, 8
5
0,3,5,8
3
0, 2, 4, 6
3
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3
6
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
2
0, 1, 2, 3
2
0, 1, 2, 3
3
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 4
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 2

QUESTION 10:

Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics *
Total

RATING:

=

Actual Score
X 100 = % rating
Potential Score
80-100% = SUSTAINABLE
50-80% = AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE

* Only in certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".

8

N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8

7

60

61

37

61.67%

Revision 9/2004

Stream Reach Assessment Form
Station ID:

SFS-2

Date:

Waterbody:

S. Fk. Sun River (Elk Ck.)

Pictures:
Reach Length:

802-827
from GIS

Personnel: Amy Chadwick and Alan Rollo

Waterbody Seg ID:
Waypoints on reach:

10/29/2011

577-597

Question 1, Stream Incisement:
8 = channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; old downcutting apparent but a new, stable riparian area has
formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation will established in the riparian area. (Stage 1
and 5, Schumm's model)
6 = channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to establish, even at
the base of the falling bands, solid disturbance evident. (Stage 4).
4 = small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation (early Stage 2).
2 = unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated.
The vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common. (Stage 3)
0 = channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcutting/headcuts. (Stage 2)
The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated sustainable.
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

7

Pretty stable except below the bridge, but some adjustment in-between beaver complexes

Question 2, Percent of Streambanks with Active Lateral Cutting:
8 = the lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting
5 = there is a minimal amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
3 = there is a moderate amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
0 = there is excessive lateral bank erosion occurring
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

3

Many areas with low shrub cover. Also, channel is more incised where beaver have not
brought water level back up.

Question 3, The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Being Supplied by the Watershed:
6 = the stream exhibits no excess sediment/bedload deposition, sediment occurs on point bars and other locations as
would be expected in a stable, dynamic system
4 = sediment clogged gravels are apparent in riffles or pools, or other evidence of excess sediment apparent
2 = mid-channel bars are common
0 = stream is braided (except naturally occurring braided systems), having at least 3 active channels
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

5

I'd suggest this is a fairly high score

Comments

Widened in some areas- due to flow manipulation/sediment deposition and grazing,
historic clearing

Question 4, Percent of Streambank with Vegetation having a Deep, Binding Rootmass: (see Appendix I for
stability ratings for most riparian, and other, species)
6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep, binding rootmass
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep, binding
rootmass
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least two plant species with deep, binding rootmass
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at one or no plant species with deep, binding rootmass

Potential Score:

Comments

6

Actual Score:

6

Here but spotty.

Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover in the Riparian/Floodplain Area
6 = more than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
4 = 75%-85%of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
2 = 65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
0 = less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
Potential Score:

Comments

6

Actual Score:

2

Lots in reed canary grass, meadow foxtail, and smooth brome

Question 6, Weeds :
3 = No noxious weeds are present
2 = Up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
1 = Up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
0 = over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

Houndstongue and Canada thistle

2

Question 7, Disturbance-Caused Undesirable Plants:
3 = 5% or less of the riparian area has undesirable plants
2 = 5%-10% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
0 = over 15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
Potential Score:

3

Actual Score:

2

Comments
Question 8, Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has
no potential for woody species)
8 = all age classes of native woody riparian species present (see table, Fig 2)
6 = one age class of native woody riparian species clearly absent, all others well represented. For sites with potential
for trees and shrubs, there may be one age class of each absent. Often, it will be the middle age group(s) that is
(are) lacking. Having mature individuals and a young age class present indicate potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of riparian trees clearly absent, other(s) well
represented, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature, decadent or dead plants
2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian
species dominate. Re-evaluate Question 1, incisement, if this has happened.
0 = some woody species present (>10% cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site potential
should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation). OR, the site has at least 5% cover of
Russian olive and/or salt cedar
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

6

Regeneration spotty

Question 9, Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has no potential for
woody species)
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed. Many of the shrubs have either a
“clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped.
0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
Potential Score:

Comments

4

Actual Score:

Wildlife and livestock

2

Question 10, Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics are Adequate to Dissipate Energy and Trap Sediment.
8 = active flood or overflow channels, large rock, or woody material present and adequate to dissipate energy and
trap sediment. There is little surface erosion and no evidence of long, continuous erosional areas on
floodplain/riparian area or streambank. There are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows
return
tofloodplain
the main channel.
6 = The
meets the characteristics of the description in Question 8 above, but demonstrates slight limitations
in the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation present. Riparian vegetation structure
is below that required to dissipate energy. There may be occasional evidence of surface erosion and disturbance, but
generally not extensive enough to have affected channel development.
4 = rock and/or woody material is present, but generally of insufficient size to dissipate energy. Some sediment
trapping occurring. Occasional evidence of surface erosion. Generally not severe enough to have developed
channels.
2 = inadequate rock and/or woody material available for dissipation of energy or sediment trapping. There is surface
erosion (scouring) and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = riparian area/floodplain lacking any of these attributes: 1)adequate flood or overflow channels, 2) large rock, or 3)
woody material suitable for energy dissipation and sediment trapping. Erosional areas are long and continuous.
Lacking vegetation or substrate materials adequate to resist further erosion. Surface erosion is obvious on the
floodplain/riparian area. Headcuts are present that have the potential to create meander cut-offs.

Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

4

overland flow and cutting on the floodplain

SUMMARY

QUESTION 1:
QUESTION 2:
QUESTION 3:
QUESTION 4:
QUESTION 5:
QUESTION 6:
QUESTION 7:
QUESTION 8:
QUESTION 9:
QUESTION 10:

Potential
8
8
6
6
6
3
3
8
4
8

Stream Incisement
Lateral Cutting
Stream Balance
Rootmass
Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
Weeds
Undesirable Plants
Woody Species Establishment
Browse Utilization
Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics *
Total

RATING:

=

Actual Score
X 100 = % rating
Potential Score
80-100% = SUSTAINABLE
50-80% = AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE

60

65.00%

Possible
Points
Actual
0, 2, 4, 6, 8
7
0,3,5,8
3
0, 2, 4, 6
5
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3
6
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
2
0, 1, 2, 3
2
0, 1, 2, 3
2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 6
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 4
61

39

* Only in certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".

Revision 9/2004

Stream Reach Assessment Form
Station ID:

SFS-3

Date:

Waterbody:

S. Fk. Sun River (Elk Ck.)

10/29/2011

Pictures:
Reach Length:

821-836
from GIS

Personnel: Amy Chadwick and Alan Rollo

Waterbody Seg ID:
Waypoints on reach: 597-601
Question 1, Stream Incisement:

8 = channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; old downcutting apparent but a new, stable riparian area has
formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation will established in the riparian area. (Stage 1
and 5, Schumm's model)
6 = channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to establish, even at
the base of the falling bands, solid disturbance evident. (Stage 4).
4 = small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation (early Stage 2).
2 = unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated.
The vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common. (Stage 3)
0 = channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcutting/headcuts. (Stage 2)
The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated sustainable.
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

8

Comments

Question 2, Percent of Streambanks with Active Lateral Cutting:
8 = the lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting
5 = there is a minimal amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
3 = there is a moderate amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
0 = there is excessive lateral bank erosion occurring
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

5

Comments

Question 3, The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Being Supplied by the Watershed:
6 = the stream exhibits no excess sediment/bedload deposition, sediment occurs on point bars and other locations as
would be expected in a stable, dynamic system
4 = sediment clogged gravel’s are apparent in riffles or pools, or other evidence of excess sediment apparent
2 = mid-channel bars are common
0 = stream is braided (except naturally occurring braided systems), having at least 3 active channels
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

6

Comments

Question 4, Percent of Streambank with Vegetation having a Deep, Binding Rootmass: (see Appendix I for
stability ratings for most riparian, and other, species)
6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep, binding rootmass
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep, binding
rootmass
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least two plant species with deep, binding rootmass
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at one or no plant species with deep, binding rootmass

Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

6

Comments

Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover in the Riparian/Floodplain Area
6 = more than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
4 = 75%-85%of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
2 = 65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
0 = less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

4

Comments

Question 6, Weeds :
3 = No noxious weeds are present
2 = Up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
1 = Up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
0 = over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

2

Houndstongue and Canada thistle, spotted knapweed, and leafy spurge

Question 7, Disturbance-Caused Undesirable Plants:
3 = 5% or less of the riparian area has undesirable plants
2 = 5%-10% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
0 = over 15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
Potential Score:

3

Actual Score:

2

Comments
Question 8, Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has
no potential for woody species)
8 = all age classes of native woody riparian species present (see table, Fig 2)
6 = one age class of native woody riparian species clearly absent, all others well represented. For sites with potential
for trees and shrubs, there may be one age class of each absent. Often, it will be the middle age group(s) that is
(are) lacking. Having mature individuals and a young age class present indicate potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of riparian trees clearly absent, other(s) well
represented, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature, decadent or dead plants
2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian
species dominate. Re-evaluate Question 1, incisement, if this has happened.
0 = some woody species present (>10% cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site potential
should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation). OR, the site has at least 5% cover of
Russian olive and/or salt cedar
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

6

Regeneration held back by browse

Question 9, Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has no potential for
woody species)
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed. Many of the shrubs have either a
“clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped.
0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
Potential Score:

Comments

4

Actual Score:

2

Question 10, Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics are Adequate to Dissipate Energy and Trap Sediment.
8 = active flood or overflow channels, large rock, or woody material present and adequate to dissipate energy and
trap sediment. There is little surface erosion and no evidence of long, continuous erosional areas on
floodplain/riparian area or streambank. There are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows
return
tofloodplain
the main channel.
6 = The
meets the characteristics of the description in Question 8 above, but demonstrates slight limitations
in the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation present. Riparian vegetation structure
is below that required to dissipate energy. There may be occasional evidence of surface erosion and disturbance, but
generally not extensive enough to have affected channel development.
4 = rock and/or woody material is present, but generally of insufficient size to dissipate energy. Some sediment
trapping occurring. Occasional evidence of surface erosion. Generally not severe enough to have developed
channels.
2 = inadequate rock and/or woody material available for dissipation of energy or sediment trapping. There is surface
erosion (scouring) and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = riparian area/floodplain lacking any of these attributes: 1)adequate flood or overflow channels, 2) large rock, or 3)
woody material suitable for energy dissipation and sediment trapping. Erosional areas are long and continuous.
Lacking vegetation or substrate materials adequate to resist further erosion. Surface erosion is obvious on the
floodplain/riparian area. Headcuts are present that have the potential to create meander cut-offs.

Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

7

Comments

SUMMARY

QUESTION 1:
QUESTION 2:
QUESTION 3:
QUESTION 4:
QUESTION 5:
QUESTION 6:
QUESTION 7:
QUESTION 8:
QUESTION 9:
QUESTION 10:

Potential
8
8
6
6
6
3
3
8
4
8

Stream Incisement
Lateral Cutting
Stream Balance
Rootmass
Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
Weeds
Undesirable Plants
Woody Species Establishment
Browse Utilization
Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics *
Total

RATING:

=

Actual Score
X 100 = % rating
Potential Score
80-100% = SUSTAINABLE
50-80% = AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE

60

80.00%

Possible
Points
Actual
0, 2, 4, 6, 8
8
0,3,5,8
5
0, 2, 4, 6
6
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3
6
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
4
0, 1, 2, 3
2
0, 1, 2, 3
2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 6
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 7
61

48

* Only in certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".

Revision 9/2004

Stream Reach Assessment Form
Station ID:

SFS-4

Date:

Waterbody:

S. Fk. Sun River (Elk Ck.)

10/29/2011

Pictures:

837 - 856

Reach Length:

from GIS

Personnel: Amy Chadwick and Alan Rollo

Waterbody Seg ID:
Waypoints on reach: 601 to 611
Question 1, Stream Incisement:

8 = channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; old downcutting apparent but a new, stable riparian area has
formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation will established in the riparian area. (Stage 1
and 5, Schumm's model)
6 = channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to establish, even at
the base of the falling bands, solid disturbance evident. (Stage 4).
4 = small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation (early Stage 2).
2 = unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated.
The vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common. (Stage 3)
0 = channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcutting/headcuts. (Stage 2)
The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated sustainable.
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

6

Channel in adjustment below bridge but more stable upstream; some aggradation and
some degradation

Question 2, Percent of Streambanks with Active Lateral Cutting:
8 = the lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting
5 = there is a minimal amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
3 = there is a moderate amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
0 = there is excessive lateral bank erosion occurring
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

3

Comments

Question 3, The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Being Supplied by the Watershed:
6 = the stream exhibits no excess sediment/bedload deposition, sediment occurs on point bars and other locations as
would be expected in a stable, dynamic system
4 = sediment clogged gravel’s are apparent in riffles or pools, or other evidence of excess sediment apparent
2 = mid-channel bars are common
0 = stream is braided (except naturally occurring braided systems), having at least 3 active channels
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

2

Comments

Question 4, Percent of Streambank with Vegetation having a Deep, Binding Rootmass: (see Appendix I for
stability ratings for most riparian, and other, species)
6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep, binding rootmass
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep, binding
rootmass
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least two plant species with deep, binding rootmass
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at one or no plant species with deep, binding rootmass

Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

4

Score is 5 abv bridge. Diversity is lower here; fewer shrubs but quite a few cottonwood.
Comments

Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover in the Riparian/Floodplain Area
6 = more than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
4 = 75%-85%of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
2 = 65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
0 = less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
Potential Score:

Comments

6

Actual Score:

2

Lots of pasture grass instead of riparian shrubs and trees

Question 6, Weeds :
3 = No noxious weeds are present
2 = Up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
1 = Up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
0 = over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

1

Houndstongue, Canada thistle, spotted knapweed, and some leafy spurge @ DS end

Question 7, Disturbance-Caused Undesirable Plants:
3 = 5% or less of the riparian area has undesirable plants
2 = 5%-10% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
0 = over 15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

2

Mullein, plantain, and weedy pioneer species (mustards etc)

Question 8, Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has
no potential for woody species)
8 = all age classes of native woody riparian species present (see table, Fig 2)
6 = one age class of native woody riparian species clearly absent, all others well represented. For sites with potential
for trees and shrubs, there may be one age class of each absent. Often, it will be the middle age group(s) that is
(are) lacking. Having mature individuals and a young age class present indicate potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of riparian trees clearly absent, other(s) well
represented, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature, decadent or dead plants
2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian
species dominate. Re-evaluate Question 1, incisement, if this has happened.
0 = some woody species present (>10% cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site potential
should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation). OR, the site has at least 5% cover of
Russian olive and/or salt cedar
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

4

Not a lot of regeneration, though some cottonwood seedlings present

Question 9, Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has no potential for
woody species)
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed. Many of the shrubs have either a
“clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped.
0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
Potential Score:

Comments

4

Actual Score:

2

Question 10, Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics are Adequate to Dissipate Energy and Trap Sediment.
8 = active flood or overflow channels, large rock, or woody material present and adequate to dissipate energy and
trap sediment. There is little surface erosion and no evidence of long, continuous erosional areas on
floodplain/riparian area or streambank. There are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows
return
tofloodplain
the main channel.
6 = The
meets the characteristics of the description in Question 8 above, but demonstrates slight limitations
in the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation present. Riparian vegetation structure
is below that required to dissipate energy. There may be occasional evidence of surface erosion and disturbance, but
generally not extensive enough to have affected channel development.
4 = rock and/or woody material is present, but generally of insufficient size to dissipate energy. Some sediment
trapping occurring. Occasional evidence of surface erosion. Generally not severe enough to have developed
channels.
2 = inadequate rock and/or woody material available for dissipation of energy or sediment trapping. There is surface
erosion (scouring) and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = riparian area/floodplain lacking any of these attributes: 1)adequate flood or overflow channels, 2) large rock, or 3)
woody material suitable for energy dissipation and sediment trapping. Erosional areas are long and continuous.
Lacking vegetation or substrate materials adequate to resist further erosion. Surface erosion is obvious on the
floodplain/riparian area. Headcuts are present that have the potential to create meander cut-offs.

Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

5

score 4 upstream of bridge

SUMMARY

QUESTION 1:
QUESTION 2:
QUESTION 3:
QUESTION 4:
QUESTION 5:
QUESTION 6:
QUESTION 7:
QUESTION 8:
QUESTION 9:
QUESTION 10:

Potential
8
8
6
6
6
3
3
8
4
8

Stream Incisement
Lateral Cutting
Stream Balance
Rootmass
Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
Weeds
Undesirable Plants
Woody Species Establishment
Browse Utilization
Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics *
Total

RATING:

=

Actual Score
X 100 = % rating
Potential Score
80-100% = SUSTAINABLE
50-80% = AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE

60

51.67%

Possible
Points
Actual
0, 2, 4, 6, 8
6
0,3,5,8
3
0, 2, 4, 6
2
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3
4
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
2
0, 1, 2, 3
1
0, 1, 2, 3
2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 4
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 5
61

31

* Only in certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".

Revision 9/2004

Stream Reach Assessment Form
Station ID:

SFS-5a

Date:

Waterbody:

S. Fk. Sun River (Elk Ck.)

Waterbody Seg ID:

10/29/2011

Pictures:
Reach Length:

855-869, 871
from GIS

Personnel: Amy Chadwick and Alan Rollo

Waypoints on reach: 611-616; Unfenced part of Reach 5
Question 1, Stream Incisement:
8 = channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; old downcutting apparent but a new, stable riparian area has
formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation will established in the riparian area. (Stage 1
and 5, Schumm's model)
6 = channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to establish, even at
the base of the falling bands, solid disturbance evident. (Stage 4).
4 = small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation (early Stage 2).
2 = unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated.
The vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common. (Stage 3)
0 = channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcutting/headcuts. (Stage 2)
The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated sustainable.
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

6

Comments

Question 2, Percent of Streambanks with Active Lateral Cutting:
8 = the lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting
5 = there is a minimal amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
3 = there is a moderate amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
0 = there is excessive lateral bank erosion occurring
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

0

Comments

Question 3, The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Being Supplied by the Watershed:
6 = the stream exhibits no excess sediment/bedload deposition, sediment occurs on point bars and other locations as
would be expected in a stable, dynamic system
4 = sediment clogged gravel’s are apparent in riffles or pools, or other evidence of excess sediment apparent
2 = mid-channel bars are common
0 = stream is braided (except naturally occurring braided systems), having at least 3 active channels
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

2

Comments

Question 4, Percent of Streambank with Vegetation having a Deep, Binding Rootmass: (see Appendix I for
stability ratings for most riparian, and other, species)
6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep, binding rootmass
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep, binding
rootmass
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least two plant species with deep, binding rootmass
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at one or no plant species with deep, binding rootmass

Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

3

Comments

Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover in the Riparian/Floodplain Area
6 = more than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
4 = 75%-85%of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
2 = 65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
0 = less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

0

Comments

Question 6, Weeds :
3 = No noxious weeds are present
2 = Up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
1 = Up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
0 = over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

2

Question 7, Disturbance-Caused Undesirable Plants:
3 = 5% or less of the riparian area has undesirable plants
2 = 5%-10% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
0 = over 15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
Potential Score:

3

Actual Score:

0

Comments
Question 8, Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has
no potential for woody species)
8 = all age classes of native woody riparian species present (see table, Fig 2)
6 = one age class of native woody riparian species clearly absent, all others well represented. For sites with potential
for trees and shrubs, there may be one age class of each absent. Often, it will be the middle age group(s) that is
(are) lacking. Having mature individuals and a young age class present indicate potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of riparian trees clearly absent, other(s) well
represented, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature, decadent or dead plants
2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian
species dominate. Re-evaluate Question 1, incisement, if this has happened.
0 = some woody species present (>10% cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site potential
should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation). OR, the site has at least 5% cover of
Russian olive and/or salt cedar
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

4

Comments

Question 9, Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has no potential for
woody species)
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed. Many of the shrubs have either a
“clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped.
0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
Potential Score:

Comments

4

Actual Score:

both livestock and wildlife

0

Question 10, Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics are Adequate to Dissipate Energy and Trap Sediment.
8 = active flood or overflow channels, large rock, or woody material present and adequate to dissipate energy and
trap sediment. There is little surface erosion and no evidence of long, continuous erosional areas on
floodplain/riparian area or streambank. There are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows
return
tofloodplain
the main channel.
6 = The
meets the characteristics of the description in Question 8 above, but demonstrates slight limitations
in the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation present. Riparian vegetation structure
is below that required to dissipate energy. There may be occasional evidence of surface erosion and disturbance, but
generally not extensive enough to have affected channel development.
4 = rock and/or woody material is present, but generally of insufficient size to dissipate energy. Some sediment
trapping occurring. Occasional evidence of surface erosion. Generally not severe enough to have developed
channels.
2 = inadequate rock and/or woody material available for dissipation of energy or sediment trapping. There is surface
erosion (scouring) and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = riparian area/floodplain lacking any of these attributes: 1)adequate flood or overflow channels, 2) large rock, or 3)
woody material suitable for energy dissipation and sediment trapping. Erosional areas are long and continuous.
Lacking vegetation or substrate materials adequate to resist further erosion. Surface erosion is obvious on the
floodplain/riparian area. Headcuts are present that have the potential to create meander cut-offs.

Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

2

Comments

SUMMARY

QUESTION 1:
QUESTION 2:
QUESTION 3:
QUESTION 4:
QUESTION 5:
QUESTION 6:
QUESTION 7:
QUESTION 8:
QUESTION 9:
QUESTION 10:

Potential
8
8
6
6
6
3
3
8
4
8

Stream Incisement
Lateral Cutting
Stream Balance
Rootmass
Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
Weeds
Undesirable Plants
Woody Species Establishment
Browse Utilization
Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics *
Total

RATING:

=

Actual Score
X 100 = % rating
Potential Score
80-100% = SUSTAINABLE
50-80% = AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE

60

31.67%

Possible
Points
Actual
0, 2, 4, 6, 8
6
0,3,5,8
0
0, 2, 4, 6
2
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3
3
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
0
0, 1, 2, 3
2
0, 1, 2, 3
0
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 4
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 0
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 2
61

19

* Only in certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".

Revision 9/2004

Stream Reach Assessment Form
Station ID:

SFS-5b

Date:

Waterbody:

S. Fk. Sun River (Elk Ck.)

Waterbody Seg ID:

10/29/2011

Pictures:
Reach Length:

870,872,873
from GIS

Personnel: Amy Chadwick and Alan Rollo

Waypoints on reach: 616-617; Fenced part of Reach 5
Question 1, Stream Incisement:
8 = channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; old downcutting apparent but a new, stable riparian area has
formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation will established in the riparian area. (Stage 1
and 5, Schumm's model)
6 = channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to establish, even at
the base of the falling bands, solid disturbance evident. (Stage 4).
4 = small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation (early Stage 2).
2 = unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated.
The vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common. (Stage 3)
0 = channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcutting/headcuts. (Stage 2)
The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated sustainable.
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

6

Comments

Question 2, Percent of Streambanks with Active Lateral Cutting:
8 = the lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting
5 = there is a minimal amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
3 = there is a moderate amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
0 = there is excessive lateral bank erosion occurring
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

4

Comments

Question 3, The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Being Supplied by the Watershed:
6 = the stream exhibits no excess sediment/bedload deposition, sediment occurs on point bars and other locations as
would be expected in a stable, dynamic system
4 = sediment clogged gravel’s are apparent in riffles or pools, or other evidence of excess sediment apparent
2 = mid-channel bars are common
0 = stream is braided (except naturally occurring braided systems), having at least 3 active channels
Potential Score:

Comments

6

Actual Score:

3

Question 4, Percent of Streambank with Vegetation having a Deep, Binding Rootmass: (see Appendix I for
stability ratings for most riparian, and other, species)
6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep, binding rootmass
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep, binding
rootmass
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least two plant species with deep, binding rootmass
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at one or no plant species with deep, binding rootmass

Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

6

Comments

Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover in the Riparian/Floodplain Area
6 = more than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
4 = 75%-85%of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
2 = 65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
0 = less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

4

Comments

Question 6, Weeds :
3 = No noxious weeds are present
2 = Up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
1 = Up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
0 = over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
Potential Score:

3

Actual Score:

2

Comments

Question 7, Disturbance-Caused Undesirable Plants:
3 = 5% or less of the riparian area has undesirable plants
2 = 5%-10% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
0 = over 15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
Potential Score:

3

Actual Score:

2

Comments

All reaches have too much grass and would score 0 if we really considered larger grasses

in undesirable plants for riparian area
Question 8, Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has
no potential for woody species)
8 = all age classes of native woody riparian species present (see table, Fig 2)
6 = one age class of native woody riparian species clearly absent, all others well represented. For sites with potential
for trees and shrubs, there may be one age class of each absent. Often, it will be the middle age group(s) that is
(are) lacking. Having mature individuals and a young age class present indicate potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of riparian trees clearly absent, other(s) well
represented, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature, decadent or dead plants
2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian
species dominate. Re-evaluate Question 1, incisement, if this has happened.
0 = some woody species present (>10% cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site potential
should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation). OR, the site has at least 5% cover of
Russian olive and/or salt cedar
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

5

Comments

Question 9, Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has no potential for
woody species)
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed. Many of the shrubs have either a
“clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped.
0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
Potential Score:

Comments

4

Actual Score:

2

Mostly wildlife browse where fenced

Question 10, Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics are Adequate to Dissipate Energy and Trap Sediment.
8 = active flood or overflow channels, large rock, or woody material present and adequate to dissipate energy and
trap sediment. There is little surface erosion and no evidence of long, continuous erosional areas on
floodplain/riparian area or streambank. There are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows
return
tofloodplain
the main channel.
6 = The
meets the characteristics of the description in Question 8 above, but demonstrates slight
limitations in the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation present. Riparian vegetation
structure is below that required to dissipate energy. There may be occasional evidence of surface erosion and
disturbance, but generally not extensive enough to have affected channel development.

4 = rock and/or woody material is present, but generally of insufficient size to dissipate energy. Some sediment
trapping occurring. Occasional evidence of surface erosion. Generally not severe enough to have developed
channels.
2 = inadequate rock and/or woody material available for dissipation of energy or sediment trapping. There is surface
erosion (scouring) and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = riparian area/floodplain lacking any of these attributes: 1)adequate flood or overflow channels, 2) large rock, or 3)
woody material suitable for energy dissipation and sediment trapping. Erosional areas are long and continuous.
Lacking vegetation or substrate materials adequate to resist further erosion. Surface erosion is obvious on the
floodplain/riparian area. Headcuts are present that have the potential to create meander cut-offs.

Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

4

Comments

SUMMARY

QUESTION 1:
QUESTION 2:
QUESTION 3:
QUESTION 4:
QUESTION 5:
QUESTION 6:
QUESTION 7:
QUESTION 8:
QUESTION 9:
QUESTION 10:

Potential
8
8
6
6
6
3
3
8
4
8

Stream Incisement
Lateral Cutting
Stream Balance
Rootmass
Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
Weeds
Undesirable Plants
Woody Species Establishment
Browse Utilization
Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics *
Total

RATING:

=

Actual Score
X 100 = % rating
Potential Score
80-100% = SUSTAINABLE
50-80% = AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE

* Only in certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".

60

63.33%

Possible
Points
Actual
0, 2, 4, 6, 8
6
0,3,5,8
4
0, 2, 4, 6
3
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3
6
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
4
0, 1, 2, 3
2
0, 1, 2, 3
2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 5
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 4
61

38

Revision 9/2004

Stream Reach Assessment Form
Station ID:

SFS-6

Date:

Waterbody:

S. Fk. Sun River (Elk Ck.)

Waterbody Seg ID:

10/29/2011

Pictures:
Reach Length:

872-889
from GIS

Personnel: Amy Chadwick and Alan Rollo

Waypoints on reach: 617-624
Question 1, Stream Incisement:
8 = channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; old downcutting apparent but a new, stable riparian area has
formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation will established in the riparian area. (Stage 1
and 5, Schumm's model)
6 = channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to establish, even at
the base of the falling bands, solid disturbance evident. (Stage 4).
4 = small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation (early Stage 2).
2 = unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated.
The vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common. (Stage 3)
0 = channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcutting/headcuts. (Stage 2)
The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated sustainable.
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

6

Comments

Question 2, Percent of Streambanks with Active Lateral Cutting:
8 = the lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting
5 = there is a minimal amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
3 = there is a moderate amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
0 = there is excessive lateral bank erosion occurring
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

5

minimal, with some more active spots

Question 3, The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Being Supplied by the Watershed:
6 = the stream exhibits no excess sediment/bedload deposition, sediment occurs on point bars and other locations as
would be expected in a stable, dynamic system
4 = sediment clogged gravel’s are apparent in riffles or pools, or other evidence of excess sediment apparent
2 = mid-channel bars are common
0 = stream is braided (except naturally occurring braided systems), having at least 3 active channels
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

4

Comments

Question 4, Percent of Streambank with Vegetation having a Deep, Binding Rootmass: (see Appendix I for
stability ratings for most riparian, and other, species)
6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep, binding rootmass
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep, binding
rootmass
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least two plant species with deep, binding rootmass
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at one or no plant species with deep, binding rootmass

Potential Score:

Comments

6

Actual Score:

6

less just abv the bridge

Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover in the Riparian/Floodplain Area
6 = more than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
4 = 75%-85%of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
2 = 65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
0 = less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

4

Comments

Question 6, Weeds :
3 = No noxious weeds are present
2 = Up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
1 = Up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
0 = over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

2

up to 10% in some areas of the State section, but low in other areas

Question 7, Disturbance-Caused Undesirable Plants:
3 = 5% or less of the riparian area has undesirable plants
2 = 5%-10% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
0 = over 15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

2

some smaller (shallow-rooted) grasses

Question 8, Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has
no potential for woody species)
8 = all age classes of native woody riparian species present (see table, Fig 2)
6 = one age class of native woody riparian species clearly absent, all others well represented. For sites with potential
for trees and shrubs, there may be one age class of each absent. Often, it will be the middle age group(s) that is
(are) lacking. Having mature individuals and a young age class present indicate potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of riparian trees clearly absent, other(s) well
represented, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature, decadent or dead plants
2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian
species dominate. Re-evaluate Question 1, incisement, if this has happened.
0 = some woody species present (>10% cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site potential
should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation). OR, the site has at least 5% cover of
Russian olive and/or salt cedar
Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

8

Comments

Question 9, Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has no potential for
woody species)
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed. Many of the shrubs have either a
“clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped.
0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
Potential Score:

Comments

4

Actual Score:

Most due to wildlife, some from cattle

2

Question 10, Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics are Adequate to Dissipate Energy and Trap Sediment.
8 = active flood or overflow channels, large rock, or woody material present and adequate to dissipate energy and
trap sediment. There is little surface erosion and no evidence of long, continuous erosional areas on
floodplain/riparian area or streambank. There are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows
return
tofloodplain
the main channel.
6 = The
meets the characteristics of the description in Question 8 above, but demonstrates slight limitations
in the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation present. Riparian vegetation structure
is below that required to dissipate energy. There may be occasional evidence of surface erosion and disturbance, but
generally not extensive enough to have affected channel development.
4 = rock and/or woody material is present, but generally of insufficient size to dissipate energy. Some sediment
trapping occurring. Occasional evidence of surface erosion. Generally not severe enough to have developed
channels.
2 = inadequate rock and/or woody material available for dissipation of energy or sediment trapping. There is surface
erosion (scouring) and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = riparian area/floodplain lacking any of these attributes: 1)adequate flood or overflow channels, 2) large rock, or 3)
woody material suitable for energy dissipation and sediment trapping. Erosional areas are long and continuous.
Lacking vegetation or substrate materials adequate to resist further erosion. Surface erosion is obvious on the
floodplain/riparian area. Headcuts are present that have the potential to create meander cut-offs.

Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

5

Comments

SUMMARY

QUESTION 1:
QUESTION 2:
QUESTION 3:
QUESTION 4:
QUESTION 5:
QUESTION 6:
QUESTION 7:
QUESTION 8:
QUESTION 9:
QUESTION 10:

Potential
8
8
6
6
6
3
3
8
4
8

Stream Incisement
Lateral Cutting
Stream Balance
Rootmass
Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
Weeds
Undesirable Plants
Woody Species Establishment
Browse Utilization
Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics *
Total

RATING:

=

Actual Score
X 100 = % rating
Potential Score
80-100% = SUSTAINABLE
50-80% = AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE

60

73.33%

Possible
Points
Actual
0, 2, 4, 6, 8
6
0,3,5,8
5
0, 2, 4, 6
4
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3
6
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
4
0, 1, 2, 3
2
0, 1, 2, 3
2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 8
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 5
61

44

* Only in certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".

Revision 9/2004

Stream Reach Assessment Form
Station ID:

SFS-7

Date:

Waterbody:

S. Fk. Sun River (Elk Ck.)

Waterbody Seg ID:

10/29/2011

Pictures:
Reach Length:

890-920
from GIS

Personnel: Amy Chadwick and Alan Rollo

Waypoints on reach: 624 to 635 - includes beav complex @ US end not rated in Q's
Question 1, Stream Incisement:
8 = channel stable, no active downcutting occurring; old downcutting apparent but a new, stable riparian area has
formed within the incised channel. There is perennial riparian vegetation will established in the riparian area. (Stage 1
and 5, Schumm's model)
6 = channel has evidence of old downcutting that has begun stabilizing, vegetation is beginning to establish, even at
the base of the falling bands, solid disturbance evident. (Stage 4).
4 = small headcut, in early stage, is present. Immediate action may prevent further degradation (early Stage 2).
2 = unstable, channel incised, actively widening, limited new riparian area/floodplain, floodplain not well vegetated.
The vegetation that is present is mainly pioneer species. Bank failure is common. (Stage 3)
0 = channel deeply incised, resembling a gully, little or no riparian area, active downcutting is clearly occurring. Only
occasional or rare flood events access the flood plain. Tributaries will also exhibit downcutting/headcuts. (Stage 2)
The presence of active headcuts should nearly always keep the stream reach from being rated sustainable.
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

5

Quite a bit of adjustment going on, but here and there

Question 2, Percent of Streambanks with Active Lateral Cutting:
8 = the lateral bank erosion is in balance with the stream and its setting
5 = there is a minimal amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
3 = there is a moderate amount of active lateral bank erosion occurring
0 = there is excessive lateral bank erosion occurring
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

4

Quite a few outside bends severely eroding, so not just minimal

Question 3, The Stream is in Balance with the Water and Sediment Being Supplied by the Watershed:
6 = the stream exhibits no excess sediment/bedload deposition, sediment occurs on point bars and other locations as
would be expected in a stable, dynamic system
4 = sediment clogged gravel’s are apparent in riffles or pools, or other evidence of excess sediment apparent
2 = mid-channel bars are common
0 = stream is braided (except naturally occurring braided systems), having at least 3 active channels
Potential Score:

6

Actual Score:

3

Comments

Mid-bars common. Overwide/underwatered though pools are common

Question 4, Percent of Streambank with Vegetation having a Deep, Binding Rootmass: (see Appendix I for
stability ratings for most riparian, and other, species)
6 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least four plant species with deep, binding rootmass
4 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least three plant species with deep, binding
rootmass
2 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at least two plant species with deep, binding rootmass
0 = The streambank vegetative communities are comprised of at one or no plant species with deep, binding rootmass

Potential Score:

Comments

6

Actual Score:

4

Riparian diverstiy ok but shrub cover not consistent; many spots with only grass on banks

Question 5. Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover in the Riparian/Floodplain Area
6 = more than 85% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
4 = 75%-85%of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
2 = 65%-75% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
0 = less than 65% of the riparian/wetland canopy cover has stability rating >6
Potential Score:

Comments

6

Actual Score:

2

Varies

Question 6, Weeds :
3 = No noxious weeds are present
2 = Up to 5% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
1 = Up to 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
0 = over 10% of the riparian area has noxious weeds
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

2

Question 7, Disturbance-Caused Undesirable Plants:
3 = 5% or less of the riparian area has undesirable plants
2 = 5%-10% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
1 = 10-15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
0 = over 15% of the riparian area has undesirable plants
Potential Score:

Comments

3

Actual Score:

2

counted down for high cover smooth brome and other grasses at eroding banks

Question 8, Woody Species Establishment and Regeneration: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has
no potential for woody species)
8 = all age classes of native woody riparian species present (see table, Fig 2)
6 = one age class of native woody riparian species clearly absent, all others well represented. For sites with potential
for trees and shrubs, there may be one age class of each absent. Often, it will be the middle age group(s) that is
(are) lacking. Having mature individuals and a young age class present indicate potential for recovery.
4 = two age classes of native riparian shrubs and/or two age classes of riparian trees clearly absent, other(s) well
represented, or the stand is comprised of mainly mature, decadent or dead plants
2 = disturbance induced, (i.e., facultative, facultative upland species such as rose, or snowberry) or non-riparian
species dominate. Re-evaluate Question 1, incisement, if this has happened.
0 = some woody species present (>10% cover), but herbaceous species dominate (at this point, the site potential
should be re-evaluated to ensure that it has potential for woody vegetation). OR, the site has at least 5% cover of
Russian olive and/or salt cedar
Potential Score:

Comments

8

Actual Score:

4

Not a lot of regen, but some younger willows present.
Regeneration often seen as new sprouts on browsed-down base.

Question 9, Utilization of Trees and Shrubs: (Note: Skip this question if the riparian area has no potential for
woody species)
4 = 0-5% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
3 = 5%-25% of the available second year and older stems are browsed
2 = 25%-50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed.
1 = more than 50% of the available second year and older stems are browsed. Many of the shrubs have either a
“clubbed” growth form, or they are high-lined or umbrella shaped.
0 = there is noticeable use (10% or more) of unpalatable and normally unused woody species.
Potential Score:

Comments

4

heavier in spots

Actual Score:

3

Question 10, Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics are Adequate to Dissipate Energy and Trap Sediment.
8 = active flood or overflow channels, large rock, or woody material present and adequate to dissipate energy and
trap sediment. There is little surface erosion and no evidence of long, continuous erosional areas on
floodplain/riparian area or streambank. There are no headcuts where either overland flow and/or flood channel flows
return
tofloodplain
the main channel.
6 = The
meets the characteristics of the description in Question 8 above, but demonstrates slight limitations
in the kind and amount of large rock, woody debris, and/or riparian vegetation present. Riparian vegetation structure
is below that required to dissipate energy. There may be occasional evidence of surface erosion and disturbance, but
generally not extensive enough to have affected channel development.
4 = rock and/or woody material is present, but generally of insufficient size to dissipate energy. Some sediment
trapping occurring. Occasional evidence of surface erosion. Generally not severe enough to have developed
channels.
2 = inadequate rock and/or woody material available for dissipation of energy or sediment trapping. There is surface
erosion (scouring) and occasional headcuts where overland flows or flood channel flows return to the main channel.
0 = riparian area/floodplain lacking any of these attributes: 1)adequate flood or overflow channels, 2) large rock, or 3)
woody material suitable for energy dissipation and sediment trapping. Erosional areas are long and continuous.
Lacking vegetation or substrate materials adequate to resist further erosion. Surface erosion is obvious on the
floodplain/riparian area. Headcuts are present that have the potential to create meander cut-offs.

Potential Score:

8

Actual Score:

4

Comments

SUMMARY

QUESTION 1:
QUESTION 2:
QUESTION 3:
QUESTION 4:
QUESTION 5:
QUESTION 6:
QUESTION 7:
QUESTION 8:
QUESTION 9:
QUESTION 10:

Potential
8
8
6
6
6
3
3
8
4
8

Stream Incisement
Lateral Cutting
Stream Balance
Rootmass
Riparian/Wetland Vegetative Cover *
Weeds
Undesirable Plants
Woody Species Establishment
Browse Utilization
Riparian Area/Floodplain Characteristics *
Total

RATING:

=

Actual Score
X 100 = % rating
Potential Score
80-100% = SUSTAINABLE
50-80% = AT RISK
LESS THAN 50% = NOT SUSTAINABLE

60

55.00%

Possible
Points
Actual
0, 2, 4, 6, 8
5
0,3,5,8
4
0, 2, 4, 6
3
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3
4
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6
2
0, 1, 2, 3
2
0, 1, 2, 3
2
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 4
N/A, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 3
N/A, 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 4
61

33

* Only in certain, specific situations can both of these receive an "N/A".

TOTALS
Reach
SFS-1
SFS-2
SFS-3
SFS-4
SFS-5a
SFS-5b
SFS-6
SFS-7

Potential
60
60
60
60
60
60
60
60

Actual
37
39
48
31
19
38
44
33

Score
62
65
80
52
32
63
73
55

Rating
At Risk
At Risk
Sustainable
At risk (low)
Not Sustainable
At Risk
At risk (high)
At risk (low)

